
Remember For You ," as poignantly lovely as the 
tune's own title) and the crisp, lilting guitar ofThile 
(with "Friday," a real revelation of his increasing 
prowess on the six-string). Indeed, as 
experimental as the music gets here, it's never 
grating and, at times, exhibits surprisingly 
sentimental gentleness ("The Auld Beagle") or 
almost visual humor ("Big Top"). 

Yes, this is an adventurous album and not for 
all tastes. But Bass & Mandolin will be particularly 
rewarding to listeners who enjoy new windows in 
acoustic music that open tonal vistas while also 
letting traditional influences shine through . 
(Nonesuch Records, 1290 Avenue of the 
Americas , New York , NY 10104, 
www.nonesuch.com.)RDS 

BLUEGRASS & BEYOND 

THE WILLIS CLAN 
CHAPTER TWO: BOOTS 

No Label 
No Number 

For the second chapter of this family band's 
musical book, they turn to the pages of old-time 
country and bluegrass. Chapter Two: Boots is 
the sequel to the Willis Clan's debut album, 
Chapter One: Roots, focusing on traditional Irish 
music. You may recall this Irish-American band 
from season nine of America's Got Talent. Toby 
and Brenda Willis have a dozen children whose 
names all begin with the letter " J." Dad and all but 
the two youngest children sing and wrote all the 
songs on the album. Influenced by their 
grandparents who taught them their first 
bluegrass song, the group soaked in the sounds 
of the music, but today they've added their 
unique spin to the genre. 

On this CD, in addition to the traditional 
bluegrass instruments, the Clan adds glocken
spiel, accordion , drums, and keyboard . While 
the talents shine through on the vocals and 
musicianship, the songwriting is especially 
impressive: from Jessica Willis' "What Can I 
Say" (Rarely am I speechless/Never lost for 
words/Always been the girl that's sometimes 
seen/But always heard/Standing here before 
you, I've never felt this bad/Thinking of the things 
I've said// wish I'd never had) to the cleverly 
written "Ode To A Toad" by Jessica and Toby 
Willis (He couldn 't ribbit!He couldn't croak/All he 
did was choke and choke/Finally in desperation/ 
Giving way to aggravation/Out he stepped into 
the street/Never knowing what he 'd meet/A 
passing car was unaware/Of tragedy occurring 
there/And lickity split, berbump, ker-splat!The 
grup was gone/The toad was flat) . This CD is 
bursting full of the same energy and vitality that 
this talented troupe exhibits on stage. 
(www.thewillisclan.com)BC 
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NATE LEATH 
NATE LEATH AND FRIENDS, VOLUME 2 

Patuxent Music 
CD-244 

Nate Leath studied old-time music by playing 
a variety of bluegrass fiddlers' conventions as a 
young boy in North Carolina. Then, he graduated 
to a formal education at the prestigious Berklee 
College of Music where Leath learned about a 
variety of genres. Now, he combines all the 
courses into a mixed musical palate with his 
incredible technical prowess and a natural feeling 
for the soul of the music. 

In this 16-cut follow-up to his earlier release, 
Rockville Pike , Leath touches on old-time, 
bluegrass, Celtic, and other flavors. He hops 
outside the box on several of the songs, but stays 
true to the traditional side on tunes such as "Sally 
Ann," "Jimmy Sutton," and "Sail Away Ladies." 
Joining Leath are Lonesome River Band's Sammy 
Shelor on banjo, guitarist David Grier, and Rushad 
Eggleston on cello, just to name a few. The CD 
was recorded live in early February 2013 and has 
no overdubs on the recording. While there are a 
few guest vocals, the CD is predominantly 
instrumental and full of intriguing fiddle 
exploration. Check out "Roses In The Morning," 
"Lizard On A Leash," and "Foggy Dawn." 

While listening to the CD, you'll swear, at 
times, you 're kicking back in your lawn chair 
watching these musicians at a bluegrass 
festival. What a magnificent display of 
musicianship from Nate and his ensemble! 
(Patuxent Music, P.O. Box 572, Rockville, MD 
20848, www.patuxentmusic.com.)BC 

RED JUNE 
ANCIENT DREAMS 

Organic Records 
OR15292 

With one foot firmly planted in Appalachian 
tradition and the other stretching to reach new 
ground, Red June showcases stellar three-part 
harmonies and incredible instrumental work on 
this third CD. The previous projects (their debut 
Remember Me Well and the 2012 release Beauty 
Will Come) garnered strong attention. On this 
third album, Ancient Dreams, the Asheville, N.C., 

www.bluegrassmusic.com 

trio of Natalya Weinstein (fiddle and vocals), Will 
Straughan (resonator guitar, mandolin, guitar, and 
vocals) and John Cloyd Miller (guitar, mandolin 
and vocals) take their talents to an even higher 
level. In addition, they solicited the support of 
Balsam Range's Tim Surrett to produce the 
project and to play upright bass. 

This 11-cut disc features nothing but the 
group's original material with all three members 
demonstrating theirtunesmith talents. Miller, who 
penned five of the tracks, won the Chris Austin 
Songwriter Contest at MerleFest in 2013. The 
longtime buddies first jammed together at a party 
in Asheville in 2005 and, three years later, they 
formed the band. Their incredible vocals continue 
to meld together perfectly, which is demonstrated 
on songs such as the a cappella, "I Am Free." You 
should also enjoy the instrumental cuts "Gabriel 's 
Storm" and "31." (Organic Records, P.O. Box 829, 
Arden, NC 28704, www.redjunemusic.com.)BC 

DVD 

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
THE HAYLOFT GANG: THE STORY OF THE 
NATIONAL BARN DANCE 

Hayloft Gang Prod. 
369287 

The National Barn Dance, which originated in 
1924 from WLS in Chicago, was the first of the 
radio barn dance shows to have both longevity and 
national recognition. (The Grand Ole Opry began 
in 1925.) Many of its early performers such as Lulu 
Belle and Scotty, Patsy Montana, Gene Autry, 
and Bradley Kincaid had long and illustrious 
careers in country music. Other acts such as the 
Girls of the Golden West, the Cackle Sisters, 
Grace Wilson , the Hoosier Hotshots, and Linda 
Parker are well-known to fans ofthe show as well 
as to those deeply steeped in country music 
history. 

Produced by Stephen Parry and narrated by 
Garrison Keillor, this beautifully-crafted 50-minute 
documentary traces the 36-year history of the 
National Bam Dance from its pre-Depression Era 
beginning until it succumbed to the onslaught of 
rock-and-roll in 1960. How then did the Grand Ole 
Oprysurvive? By using big-name, jukebox stars 
such as Ernest Tubb and Bill Monroe while WLS 
stuck primarily with regional acts. Also, the 
National Bam Dance had always featured more 
sentimental music and heart songs and by 1960, 
the times had, indeed, changed. 

The best part ofthe DVD, of course, is getting 
to see short clips of the performers: the 
Cumberland Ridge Runners with John Lair (who 
founded the Renfro Valley Show in 1937), Homer 
and Jethro, Lulu Belle and Scotty, and the Cackle 
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